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The $1 Million HOA Blowup: It Started With the
Misplaced Flower Pots
A resident in a Kansas neighborhood, who says his freedom is being infringed, battles a homeowner association that
says it is holding chaos at bay

OLATHE, Kan.—Soon after Jim Hildenbrand arrived in Avignon Villa Homes, a community for
older adults in a Kansas City suburb, the homeowner association disputed the placement of his
satellite dish. It cited him for parking cars in his driveway overnight and placing a St. Francis
statue in a flower bed. He was later written up for a dead cat in a window well—which Mr.
Hildenbrand suspects was planted by a neighborhood enemy.

Things went downhill from there.

After he installed a decorative, shin-high wall around a plant bed on the side of his house,
saying it would enhance the curb appeal, the HOA ordered him to remove it because it hadn’t
been approved by an architectural review committee. Mr. Hildenbrand said he actually had the
needed approval.

Seven years after he moved in, the HOA and Mr. Hildenbrand are still fighting over the
decorative wall in court, with no end in sight. The dispute has consumed nearly $1 million in
legal fees—the most expensive active HOA case of this type in the country, according to experts
keeping track of such things.

“Am I throwing away a lot of good money?” Mr. Hildenbrand, a retired owner of an
architectural consulting business, asked rhetorically. “I have to do the right thing, and this is
the right thing.”

HOAs collect monthly fees from residents to help take care of maintenance and other upkeep.
Their approach to enforcing community rules—especially on seemingly petty matters—can
spur philosophical standoffs that the principals see as a battle of order versus chaos, freedom
versus oppression.

Mr. Hildenbrand said he did not receive anything in writing saying he couldn’t build a
decorative wall, and that he decided to go to the mat to protect his right to do it.

“It’s standing up for my constitutional rights,” he said. He called the HOA board “a
dictatorship” that polices residents for any infraction of its 50 pages of covenants, conditions
and restrictions.
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Board members and some residents
said they are the victim of a rogue
neighbor: “We’d just like for this to
go away,” said Bob Collins, 77, a
retired machinery executive. “The
guy just didn’t comply with the
rules like the rest of us have.”

Niels Mortensen, the current HOA
president, said the association has
to enforce its rules. “The minute
you start saying, ‘Oh well, that’s
not a big deal,’ then before you
know it, nothing is a big deal,” Mr.
Mortensen said. “I view this as a
test case: Either our declarations
are enforceable, or they’re not.”

Another contingent of residents
supports Mr. Hildenbrand,
asserting they have been
mistreated by the HOA board.

“They have bullied for so long so
many of the residents,” said
Connie Morris, 66, whose
complaints include the
association not allowing a
decorative bench in her front
yard.

Bitter disputes with HOAs
abound. A condo association in
Orlando, Fla., in 2017 waged an
unsuccessful 18-month battle
with a disabled veteran whose
emotional support dog was 6
pounds above a 35-pound limit.

It took a four-year legal battle for an HOA in suburban Charlotte, N.C., to get a homeowner to
remove an unapproved pool house and Tiki hut.

“Every now and then, someone comes along in the HOA membership who wants to buck the
system,” said Larry Szabo, president of HOA Member Services LLC, a Los Angeles-based
resource guide for associations.

Mr. Hildenbrand, 66, said he wasn’t looking for trouble when he moved back from Iowa to his
boyhood home of Kansas City in 2012. He liked the look and location of Avignon Villa, where the
HOA handled tasks like lawn maintenance for the mostly retired residents of its 153 well-tended
homes. Mr. Hildenbrand was given a list of the HOA rules at the closing and initialed it, but said
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he didn’t realize what it was.

While still unpacking in his three-bedroom home, Mr. Hildenbrand said he got a phone call from
an HOA manager that he was in violation of several rules: leaving his vehicles parked in the
driveway overnight, instead of inside the garage, and improperly putting a St. Francis statue
out front and ceramic flower pots on the driveway. He argued that the decorations were
temporarily in the wrong place as part of his move and the garage was full of his belongings
waiting to go inside.

When he installed a satellite dish next to his home in the backyard, the HOA advised him it had
to be in the middle of the yard, he said. Mr. Hildenbrand refused to move it, arguing the
placement of the dishes falls under federal control. An attorney for the developer issued a
warning the HOA would sue to make him comply.

“Your
noncompliance
with the
Covenants leaves
negative
impressions with
prospective
purchasers,”
lawyer Michael
White wrote in a
July 10, 2012,
letter.

Mr. Hildenbrand
responded by hiring an attorney of his own.

The board dropped the demand after it was advised by the Federal Communications
Commission that the HOA had no jurisdiction over satellite dishes.

By December, a new HOA board decided to waive fines of about $3,500 for Mr. Hildenbrand’s
violations, said Don Blehm, its president then. “We wanted to start off on a clean slate,” said Mr.

Mr. Hildenbrand and the homeowner association have each spent hundreds of thousands of dollars in legal fees on the wall
dispute. PHOTO: JIM HILDENBRAND
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Blehm, 73, a retired telecommunications manager.

The fight instead just got more vicious.

Some months later, Mr. Blehm was notified by a neighbor that Mr. Hildenbrand had begun
construction of a low, roughly 70-foot-long, faux stone wall wrapping around an area planted
with flowers and shrubs on one side of his house. The HOA ordered Mr. Hildenbrand to take it
down. Mr. Hildenbrand retained a second attorney to file suit in state district court in Olathe.
The HOA filed a counterclaim.

After a one-day trial, Judge Gerald Elliott in January 2014 ruled Mr. Hildenbrand had not shown
evidence his wall project was approved and ordered him to seek approval through an HOA-
managed committee—which declined it. Courts have generally supported the idea that HOA
rules are enforceable contracts as long as they are applied fairly and don’t abridge civil rights.

“I was like, ‘Are you kidding me?’ ” Mr. Hildenbrand said. “The stupidity of this whole thing
amazed me.”

Mr. Hildenbrand, who like his
neighbors pays monthly fees of
$185 to the HOA, retained a third
attorney, who filed motions
alleging the association and its
committee had acted in “bad
faith,” because they hadn’t
treated Mr. Hildenbrand the
same as other homeowners.

The judge denied the motions,
and Mr. Hildenbrand appealed to
the Kansas Court of Appeals,
which in 2016 sent the case back

to the lower court for a new hearing on the issue of what constituted good faith.

The case dragged into 2017 as Mr. Hildenbrand’s lawyer, Eldon J. Shields, asked the HOA to
document every landscaping project at Avignon Villa since the subdivision opened in 2006. In
reviewing the more than 4,000 pages of documents, Mr. Shields said he discovered dozens of
other landscaping walls in the subdivision with approval. An attorney for the HOA, Lawrence L.
Ferree III, said many weren’t comparable because they were minor projects that consisted of
“limestone rocks lying in a mulch bed.”

A new judge, Rhonda Mason, ruled last year that Mr. Hildenbrand had been dealt with unfairly
but also failed to obtain approval for the wall and ordered him to pay a $25,000 fine to the HOA.
The HOA appealed, and Mr. Hildenbrand said he plans to as well.

As of October, HOA records show it has spent a total of $388,000 on the case with $35,000 more
budgeted for 2019, while people familiar with the matter said Mr. Hildenbrand has spent about
$400,000. That’s close to the market value of his home.

Write to Jim Carlton at jim.carlton@wsj.com
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